Black Cab Coffee Rickshaw
It all started with an idea to give a new life to an exquisite vintage 3-wheel bicycle. Another idea behind
this exciting project was delicious freshly made coffee to be enjoyed in relaxing atmosphere, provided by
elegant clean line design and warm touch of natural wood.
The task of projecting and creating each item so that it would make a perfect fit with each other and with
the bicycle was truly complicated.
So, the Black Cab Coffee Rickshaw, this amazing coffee house of wheels, became a true celebration of our
meticulous approach, and of industrial style functionality.
We really enjoyed working on this project, as we do every time a very customized, personalized solution
is required.
So, if you have similar ideas or projects in mind - contact us; we will be happy to help you to realize them!

Resin River Table
A client contacted us for a very personalized solution for an open space loft: a unique, one-of a kind table
that would combine the rough aesthetics of industrial style and the warmth of natural wood.
It had to be handcrafted according to specific dimensions: 300x90 mm, and have a transparent resin
insert.
After thorough project elaboration we came up with an excellent solution: the Resin River Table, that was
carefully handcrafted by our experienced artisans.
This bespoke robust table combines the warmth and texture of reclaimed pine wood with industrial style
steel u-shaped legs, and the
elegant glassy insert represents a nice finishing touch. The table fits perfectly with the minimalist
aesthetics of the client's loft open space.

Concrete Industrial Dining Table
This one-of-a-kind dining table can be truly considered the embodiment of the industrial age. Two
matching benches with concrete top complete the industrial look.
The table top is made entirely of concrete and has the thickness of 6 cm, being supported by robust steel
U-shaped legs.
The uneven table top colour emphasizes the authentic industrial look, and makes a stylish contrast with
ultra matt black legs.
The table is 150 mm long, 75 cm wide and 75 cm high.
It can become a perfect finishing touch for a loft style or contemporary style interior.
At the same time, thanks to its clean smooth lines and non-demanding colour, this table will fit perfectly
in any kitchen, dining room or living room.

Office in South West London

Probably one of the projects we enjoyed working on the most was a solid wood furniture set for an office
in South West London.
The office tables were supposed to combine non-standard dimensions, a very particular dark table-top
colour, and have a touch of rustic industrial style.
We worked really hard on the project and created unique tables having homely, informal, and yet quite
official look.
Giving its previous life as an old building, the authentic reclaimed wood in combination with specific
brushing technique allowed us to recreate a truly vintage distressed surface.
The table top thickness is 7 cm; the tables have dimensions of 300x100 and 400x100 mm.

A Tailor-made Solution for a Bespoke Tailoring Studio
We were asked to design and fabricate a set of multi-level storage units and round fitting room pole by
the Artefact London /link/, a Bespoke Tailoring Studio at New Bond Street.
Each piece of furniture was supposed to have specific dimensions, to be a combination of certain shelves
and drawers of solid wood, and metallic tubes of different height.
The task was complicated by providing a perfect matching of colour with that of already existing furniture
and interior elements.
In collaboration with Anastasia /link/, we elaborated the project and a provided a truly unique solution.
As you can see, the rail parts have a perfect height for fitting numerous jackets or coats, and the shelves
provide plenty of space for keeping boxes and small objects.
Robust steel pipes are sturdy and can hold a good amount of weight.
A perfect tailor-made solution; check it out - it's really cozy!

Industrial TV unit
This industrial TV unit was supposed to recreate the authentic distressed & industrial look, as if it were
just taken from a factory of the 60's.
We worked really hard on the "brushing" of its metallic parts, trying to make them look distressed and
naturally worn out, as well as creating additional support for the shelves with the help of authentically
looking wires.
The steel frame surrounding the shelves gives the unit industrial finishing note, and the whole look has
the touch of nonchalant atmosphere of the 60's.
The height of the unit is 211 cm; the distance from floor to bottom shelf is 27 cm, the distance between
shelves 30 cm

Live Edge dining Table
Beyond the warmth and beauty that live edge furniture provides, another attractive thing about it is its
sustainability.

Regardless of the type, a live edge table is unique and always stands out. And this table is even more
special thanks to
the beautifully designed hairpin legs of matching color (copper), that support the 4 cm thick handcrafted
live edge oak table-top.
Adjustable legs pads, table can be raised or lowered to suit the floor. This table can be custom-made to
your own size and specification.

Solid Industrial Double Coffee Table.
The Double Coffee Table designed by Cosywood team is a great example of clean, minimal design in
contemporary industrial style.
Each of the two tables features clean contemporary lines, natural wood finishes, and sturdy steel frame
and legs.
The table tops are handcrafted of natural solid oak, and the steel legs are powder coated in contrasting
black colour.

